
Year-15: 
Roadblocks and 

Solutions

A conversation on Year-15 
Disputes



Year 15-Exit Disputes

•Historical understanding and practices

• Emergence of Aggregators

• Litigation discussion



Aggregators

• “Affordable housing asset management” firms have been amassing investor 
interests in LIHTC partnerships.

• Treat the partnership agreements as purely financial instruments for generating 
profits, rather than projects intended to promote low-income housing.

• The Aggregators seek to extract maximum value from partners at the expense of 
low-income housing and the communities the program is designed to serve.

• Leveraging economies of scale and resource disparities against partners to 
thwart transfers or obtain significant buyouts.



CED Capital Holdings 2000 EB, LLC 
v. CTCW Berkshire Club, L.L.C.
2020 WL 6537072 (Fla.Cir.Ct. Nov. 3, 2020)

Florida Court recognizes several important industry concerns:

➢“a trend in the LIHTC industry in which certain entities, like Hunt, are
acquiring limited partner interests in LIHTC partnerships – known as
“Aggregators” – who then attempt to extract value out of such interests
that were not intended by the original parties to the partnerships.”

➢the “Aggregator’s playbook” is designed to disrupt year-15 exits “to drive a
cash return, ultimately to Hunt, that was never intended by the original tax
credit investor or anyone originally involved in the Project.”



CED Capital Holdings 2000 EB, LLC 
v. CTCW Berkshire Club, L.L.C.
2020 WL 6537072 (Fla.Cir.Ct. Nov. 3, 2020)

➢“this type of activity has become more common in the LIHTC industry
and the Court’s decision here is in accord with decisions from other,
similar cases in different jurisdictions where parties, like Hunt, have
come into LIHTC partnership agreements and attempted to extract
value or proceeds that is not otherwise permitted under the operative
contracts like the Partnership Agreement here.” (citing 9 cases and
two sources)



Year 15 Litigation 

➢ Section 42(i)(7) Right of First Refusal

➢ Purchase Options and Option Prices

➢ Fair Market Value / Appraisals / Broker’s Opinion of Value

➢ Capital Accounts / Liquidation

➢ Refinancing

➢ Forced Sale Provisions

➢ Limited Partner Removal Initiatives 

➢ Qualified Contracts 



Various Tactics

➢ Dispute Section 42(i)(7) ROFR Sales.

o Insist that there be a bona fide, enforceable and binding third-party offer
to purchase a property regardless of what the Partnership Agreement
may require.

o Insist that LP consent rights provide the LP with sole discretion to accept
a third-party offer.



Various Tactics

➢ Dispute Purchase Options and Option Prices

o Option to purchase Property versus LP Interests in a Partnership.

o Insist on a BOV in lieu of an appraisal, notwithstanding the requirements of a
Partnership Agreement.

o Demanding that positive capital accounts be returned as cash through an
Option Purchase Price, arguing that Section 704(b) requires such treatment.

o Demanding that valuations assume Partnership dissolution and asset
liquidation.



Various Tactics

➢ Leveraging Recapitalization Opportunities.

o Using consent rights to force a Hobson’s Choice as Partnership debt 
obligations become due.

o Seeking to “participate” in re-syndication opportunities after LP exit.

o Demanding Partnership reserve accounts be liquidated.



Various Tactics

➢GP Removal Efforts

oBad faith breach of fiduciary duty and contract claims

oProperty Raids.

o The “Aggregator’s Playbook.”



10 Red Flags in LIHTC Deals

1. Investor limited partner interests have changed
hands from original investor limited partner. Is your
partner today the same as the one you did your deal
with at the beginning?

2. The investor limited partner interests are managed
by and/or affiliated with organizations that have been
involved in litigation concerning LIHTC project
partnerships around year-15.

3. The investor limited partner has a large positive
capital account and believes that it should be allowed to
monetize the book entry through a “cash-out” process.



10 Red Flags in LIHTC Deals
4. The investor limited partner starts talking to you
about future planning, future values, future
circumstances beyond year-15, like refinancing or re-
syndication, as a means to generate proceeds to “buy
them out” after year-15.

5. The investor limited partner undertakes efforts to
restrict or limit use of reserve accounts and withholding
approvals for project needs.

6. The investor limited partner begins to question
otherwise routine financial reports or suggests that a
forensic audit of past events is necessary for some
reason.



10 Red Flags in LIHTC Deals

7. Exit negotiations stall or you experience periods of
non-responsiveness from your investor limited partner.

8. Qualified Contract requests are suddenly presented.

9. Discussions concerning liquidation of the Partnership
are presented.

10. You are not adequately familiar with your documents
and/or are talking to or fielding questions from your
investor limited partner about their exit.



Thank you!
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